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T
he degree of ordering in superstruc-
tures of uniform nanosized building
blocks such as colloidal nanocrystals

(NCs) or epitaxial quantum dots has been
shown to be a key parameter to control their
physical, chemical, and mechanical proper-
ties.1-3 Ordering in epitaxial dots provides
the possibility to improve their size homo-
geneity,4-8 whereas for colloidal nanocrystals
the challenge, for example, is to form electro-
nic minibands by coupling their electronic
states in close-packed structures.9 A further
advantage of ordering is that the positions of
the individual building blocks become deter-
ministic, making them addressable on an in-
dividual basis. The latter is of great importance
in memory devices, which could be obtained
by two-dimensional self-assemblyofmagnetic
nanocrystals, each acting as a binary digital
unit (bit). Self-assembly of colloidal nanocryst-
als during complete evaporation of their car-
rier solution has led to a large variety of single
component10-19 (Figure 1A) and binary
superstructures20-28 (Figures 1 B,C) with two
or even three-dimensional ordering. This is
driven by van der Waals interactions, as well
as by dipole-dipole, Coulomb interactions, or
by maximization of entropy.23-25 To obtain
ordered superstructures over larger areas, de-
position techniques such as drop casting,11,12

spin-casting,13 Langmuir-Blodgett deposi-
tion,14,15 anddoctorbladecasting16havebeen
employed. For practical applications of these
superstructures, however, their long-range or-
dering has to be improved. This requires a
quantitative measure of the obtained degree
of ordering as a feedback for the deposition
process. While for a first qualitative inspection
of NC superstructures electron microscopy
is usually employed, quantifying the degree

of ordering requires high effort experiments
such as grazing incidence small X-ray scatter-
ing.16-19 Alternatively, various statistical ana-
lyses ofmicroscopy images can be performed.
For colloidal particle-assemblies, commonly
translational/pair correlation or bond orienta-
tional correlation functions have been com-
puted.19,29-33 These methods require exten-
sive computational timewhenapplied to large
ensembles of NCs, and they rely on the knowl-
edge of the exact coordinates of each NC
centroid, which have to be found manually.
Here, we suggest a much more convenient
method to quantify the ordering of NC super-
structures based on the analysis of their two-
dimensional (2D) autocorrelation functions
(ACFs). In particular, we propose a standar-
dized procedure to generate and analyze
these ACFs by using readily available software
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ABSTRACT Self-assembly of colloidal nanocrystals and other nanosized building blocks has led

to numerous large-scale and well-ordered superstructures. To quantify the superlattice quality we

present a simple and efficient method, based on analysis of the autocorrelation function to

determine characteristic order parameters for short-range and long-range ordering. This provides a

feedback for further improvements of deposition techniques and self-assembly processes. To show

the power of this method, it is applied to various two-dimensional ordered single component and

binary nanocrystal assemblies. A quantitative comparison of the normalized long-range order

parameter for various colloidal or epitaxially grown superlattice structures evidences that the long-

range ordering in monodisperse colloidal superlattices by far supersedes that obtained at best by

epitaxially grown quantum dots. Astonishingly, for selected binary nanocrystal superlattices the

long-range ordering parameter reaches almost the same values as for single component super-

lattices. Besides the high sensitivity of the introduced quantification method to lattice imperfections

our analysis also reveals any anisotropy in the ordering of the superlattices, which again can be

quantified, for example, to identify the areas of highest quality within one specific sample.

KEYWORDS: self-assembled superlattices . nanocrystal superstructures .
autocorrelation . quantification of ordering . epitaxial quantum dots
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and simple evaluation routines to deduce three char-
acteristic order parameters of the nanoparticle assem-
blies that quantify the degree of short-range (κsr) and
long-range (ξlr) ordering as well as anisotropy (a) of
ordering. The various contributions of disorder to the
characteristic properties of the ACFs are demonstrated
and discussed for superlattices with well-defined artifi-
cially introduced imperfections. This yields a standard-
ized procedure that is applied to various examples of
single component and binary NC superstructures with
close to perfect ordering for up to 2500 NC building
blocks, demonstrating the high quantitative sensitivity
of our method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Autocorrelation Functions of Different Nanocrystal Superlattices.
NC superlattices showdifferent lattice structures depend-
ing on the shape, number, and size ratio of the NC con-
stituents as well as depending on the assembly techni-
ques and deposition parameters.10,21,22 This is illustrated
in Figure 1 by the SEM image of a single component
superlattice of 20 nm W€ustite/cobalt ferrite (FexO/Co-
Fe2O4) core-shell NCs (W/C-NCs) deposited via doctor
blade casting on silicon substrate (Figure 1A) together
with the TEM images of two binary superlattices, consist-
ing of such W/C-NCs with 11 nm diameter combined
either with 5.5 nm Au NCs forming a hexagonal (001)
projection of a AlB2-like binary superlattice (Figure 1B), or
with 5 nm PbS NCs forming the topmost layer of a cubic

NaZn13 structure (Figure 1C). The 2D-ACFs of these super-
lattices are shown in Figures 1D-F, respectively. In gen-
eral, ACFs represent the integral over a signal s(x) times
the signal shifted by a displacement vector r, s(x þ r),
where in our case s(x) represents the 2D intensity dis-
tribution of the image of the NC assembly recorded by
any microscopy technique (a detailed mathematical de-
scription of the ACF is given in the Supporting Informa-
tions section). The value of the integral, normalized to the
value at r = 0, gives ameasure for the self-similarity of the
microscope image in dependence of the displacement
vector. In particular, if for a given r the ACF value is high (i.
e., close to 1) all points in the image spaced by r are highly
correlated, as is the case for a periodic superlattice, for
example, along the main axes for distances equal to the
lattice constant. For disordered structures, on the other
hand, the ACF rapidly drops to zero at larger displace-
ments because in this case the imagepoints are no longer
correlated to each other. From the ACF image center the
displacement vector r points into all directions, giving a
complete, centrosymmetric 2D-ACF. ACFs are routinely
computed by using standard numerical software pack-
ages (such as Matlab and GNU Octave) and even more
conveniently usingmicroscope image analysis software
(such as Gwyddion Software Package), giving the 2D-
ACF A(r) in the form of 2D-matrix/bitmap images. The
symmetry of the 2D-ACFs and that of the investigated
NCsuperlattices is always the same, for example, the 2D-
ACFs of the hexagonally ordered NC superlattices in

Figure 1. (A) SEM image of a single component 20 nm W/C-NC superlattice. (B) TEM images of binary superlattices of
hexagonal symmetry consisting of 11 nmW/C-NC and 5.5 nm Au nanocrystals, AlB2 structure. (C) Binary superlattice of cubic
symmetry consisting of 11 nm W/C-NC and 5 nm PbS nanocrystals, NaZn13 structure. (D-F) 2D-ACFs of the superlattices
shown in panels A-C. The unit cells are indicated in gray and the line profiles of the ACFs along the red lines (themain axes of
the crystals) are shown as insets. For the binary superlattices, the ACF line-profiles exhibit secondary satellite peaks.
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Figures 1A,B exhibit again a hexagonal lattice symmetry,
while that of the square superlattice in Figure 1C shows
a square symmetry.

The maximum amplitude in the 2D-ACFs is always
located in the image center (|r| = 0) and for ordered
structures neighboring satellite maxima are found in
directions (anti)parallel to the main axes of the super-
lattice, at a distance from the origin equal to the
average interparticle distance (AIPD), which corre-
sponds to the lattice constant G. The first order satellite
peaks determine the unit cell for the whole ACF lattice
as indicated by the shaded areas in Figures 1D-F. Line-
profiles along the main axis of the 2D-ACFs in Figure 1
(indicated by dashed lines) show different features for
each of the lattice types. For all of them the ACFs are
periodic with a period given by the AIPD (which in the
case of binaries is defined as distance between two
major particles, thus again givingG). The line-profiles of
the binary superlattices may show additional satellite
peaks in between the main peaks due to the different
constituents (insets of Figure 1 panels E and F), as will
be discussed further below. In all of the line-profiles a
decay of the ACF peak heights with increasing distance
r is observed due to deviations from a perfect ordering
induced by various lattice imperfections. Thus, the rate
of decay of the ACF envelope is a measure for the

imperfectness of the lattice structure, which can be
used to quantify the quality of NC superlattices. To
obtain a quantitative understanding of relations be-
tween lattice imperfections and decay of the ACFs, in
the following the ACFs of various simulated NC super-
lattices are discussed, with imperfections artificially
introduced in a well-controlled way.

Simulations and Qualitative Considerations for Single Com-
ponent Superlattices. Simulated model lattices provide
the possibility to deliberately introduce different types
of lattice imperfections separately to a perfect lattice.
The analysis of their effect on the decay of the ACF at
increasing r allows us to distinguish two general types
of imperfections: (a) local point defect-type imperfec-
tions which affect only one individual building block at
one particular site. This includes polydispersivity,
shape variations, contrast differences, and lattice voids;
and (b) lattice distortions that not only affect the
position of one single building block, but also their
surrounding region. An example is a displacement of a
building block from its perfect lattice site that also
induces a short-range or even long-range displace-
ment of the surrounding building blocks. To study the
effects of these imperfections on the ACFs we use
simulated superlattice structures consisting of 1502
hexagonally ordered spherical particles with radius R at

Figure 2. Simulations of model superlattices. (A) Cutout of a polydisperse, well ordered superlattice. (B) Cutout of a
monodisperse, but slightly disordered superlattice. (C,D) Line-profiles along amajor axis of the simulated 2D-ACFs computed
for the images shown in panels A and B and fitted by a Gaussian envelope (dashed line). (E) The line-profiles envelope of a
superlattice with polydispersivity and lattice disorder is well fitted by a two Gaussian functions (eq 1). (F) Dependence of the
long and short-range parameters ξlr and κsr extracted from theACF analysis as a function of the fraction of displaced particles.
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5/17 of the lattice constant G. In the first case poly-
dispersivity is introduced by statistically varying R by
(20% (a cutout of the lattice is shown in Figure 2A). In
the second case lattice distortions are introduced to a
superlattice of monodisperse particles by shifting 7%
of the particles by up to 6/5R (see Figure 2B) from their
perfect lattice position, which also changes the posi-
tions of all other particles by some fraction of the initial
displacement with an exponential decay with increas-
ing distance to the originally displaced particle. The
straight, shaded bars in Figure 2B indicate the main
axes of a perfect hexagonal lattice from which the
actual particle positions slightly deviate.

Thedifferentnatureof imperfections inFigure2panels
A and B are clearly revealed by their ACF profiles shown in
Figures 2 panels C and D, respectively. Evidently, the
envelopes of the AC peaks along the chosen major axis
of the hexagonally ordered ACF patterns exhibit charac-
teristic decays that strongly depend on the type of lattice
imperfections. Polydispersivity (size dispersion) causes an
immediate drop of the ACF envelope after one AIPD (i.e.,
at r equal to one lattice constant G), whereas for larger
shifts r, the ACF peak amplitude stays constant due to the
long-range ordered particle arrangement (Figure 2C). For
longer ranged lattice distortions, in contrast, the envelope
of the ACF gradually decays with increasing shift r (see
Figure 2D) andonly asymptotically approaches a constant
value due to the assumed long-range ordering. In experi-
mental NC assemblies, usually both type of imperfections,
local pointlike and lattice distortions are present. There-
fore, contributions from both effects will be superposi-
tioned in their 2D-ACFs. The fundamentally different
decay manner (immediate vs continuous and gradual)
allows us to distinguish between those two contributions.
This is demonstrated by the ACF profile depicted in
Figure 2E obtained for a modeled superlattice with the
same polydispersivity as the structure of Figure 2A as well
as the same disorder due to lattice distortions as in
Figure 2B.

In general, for nonperiodic signals s(x), the ACF
decays in the form of a Gaussian function. In the case
of a periodic signal, the same function can be applied
to fit the decay of the ACF(r) peak envelopes (Figure 2C,
D). To take into account both polydispersivity as well as
lattice distortions, a two-Gaussian function has to be
applied (Figure 2E):

ACFfit(r) ¼ A¥ þ f0 exp -
1
2
(r=σ0)

2

� �
þ f exp -

1
2
(r=σ)2

� �
(1)

The first Gaussian, characterized by the amplitude
f0, and a fixed width σ0 =

1/3 AIPD is ascribed to local,
pointlike defects. Even though in principle f0 would be
a measure for abundance of these defects, different
contributions like nonuniformities in shape and den-
sity of voids or contrast variations due to imaging
conditions cannot be distinguished. While these

defects contribute to the first drop of the envelope
function, the drop itself does not indicate any reduced
ordering of the superstructures. The parameters σ and f
of the second Gaussian as well as the asymptotic peak
level A¥ to which the peak envelope converges, are
characteristic for the short-range and long-range order-
ing in the assembly. Good long-range ordering is indi-
catedby a small strength fof the secondGaussian aswell
as a high peak level A¥ at r f ¥. To characterize long-
range ordering quality we suggest the use of the ratio

ξlr ¼ A¥=(f þ A¥) (2)

as the relevant order parameter, giving a value of
ξlr = 1 for perfectly ordered superlattices and ξlr = 0
for superlattices with no long-range ordering
present. In addition a second order parameter κsr
characteristic for the short-range ordering is intro-
duced. Based on the width σ of the second Gaussian
in eq 1 the rate of decay of the Gaussian function
gives the effective short-range ordering parameter
defined as

Ksr ¼ σ(f þA¥)=f (3)

When there is no long-range ordering present (A¥ = 0),
the effective short-range ordering parameter κsr is iden-
tical to σ, while in the limit of perfect long-range ordering
(ff 0), the effective short-range ordering parameter κsr
approaches infinity, indicating the transition from short-
to long-range ordering.

To demonstrate the sensitivity of these two para-
meters on disorder of the superlattice, they were
computed from the ACF of the model lattice depicted
given in Figure 2B. In this case, the long-range ordering
parameter reaches a level of ξlr = 0.56, whereas the
short-range order parameter is κsr = 6.7 AIPD. Varying
the number of displaced particles over a wide range
from 0 to 13%, the order parameters ξlr and κsr

increase continuously with a decreasing number of
displaced particles. For only 1% of shifted particles
values of ξlr = 0.86 and κsr = 23.3 AIPD are obtained
(Figure 2F). This shows how sensitive ξlr and κsr

depend on disorder of the superlattice structures,
and furthermore these values represent an upper
limit of what could eventually be obtained for ex-
perimental NC-superlattices. Moreover, a fit of the
short-range parameter shows that it converges to a
value of κsr ≈ σ = 3.3 AIPD for highly disordered
systems. This is very close to the coefficient of the
exponential decay of the particle displacement used
for the construction of the distorted model lattices.
In fact, the σ value obtained from the ACF fit is a
direct measure for the average lateral extend of the
lattice distortions.
Real Nanocrystal Superlattices;Anisotropy. When

the ACF analysis is applied to experimentally ob-
tained NC superlattices, directional anisotropies in
the superstructures also can be an important issue. In
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the following, single component superlattices of 11
nm W/C-NCs deposited by doctor blade casting on
platinum-coated silicon substrates are discussed.
Two highly ordered regions of the same sample,
each covered by approximately 2500 NCs, are shown
in the scanning electron micrographs in Figure 3
panels A (tile 1) and B (tile 2).

The 2D-ACF of tile 1 (Figure 3C) shows a distinct
anisotropy, where apparently the degree of ordering is
higher in the horizontal direction than in the vertical
direction. This results in less pronounced autocorre-
lation peaks in the vertical direction. Line-profiles
along two major lattice directions, indicated by the
dashed and solid lines in the ACF are shown in the
inset of Figure 3C to underline this observation.
Evidently, the line-profile along the nearly vertical
direction (blue, dashed line) shows a decrease of the
autocorrelation peak height to a value 0.35 at r = 150
nm while the line-profile along the nearly horizontal
direction (red, solid line) only drops to a value of 0.7

for the same distance r. Therefore, a 1D analysis of the
ACF image along only one direction would deliver an
incomplete picture of the lattice quality. For a com-
prehensive analysis, all directions of the lattice must
be treated equally and all peaks found in the
ACF image should be included. Here an automated
approach, based on a simple algorithm searching for
the local, smooth and well isolated peak maxima in
the 2D matrix of the ACF in all directions is used (the
algorithm for MATLAB as well as detailed description
of the procedures is given in the Supporting Informa-
tion section) to obtain the ACF peak height versus the
correlation distance r. For the micrographs of the W/
C-NC superlattice of Figure 3 panels A and B, the
resulting data set is shown in Figure 3 panels D and E,
respectively. Evidently, the data points for tile 1 are
scattered out much more widely compared to that of
tile 2, indicating a much higher anisotropy in the
ordering along different directions. A 1D two-Gauss
fit over all data points according to eq 1 is used to
obtain the average short- and long-range order
parameter as well as to quantify the anisotropy of
the superlattice. For an anisotropic degree of order-
ing, the ACF peak values (acvi) for a certain distance r
vary along different directions. The average squared
residual per data point acvi with respect to the value
of the fit function ACFfit characterizes the degree of
anisotropy in ordering:

a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n

Xn
i

(acvi -ACFfit(ri))
2

s
(4)

where the index i runs over all data points, that is, the
ACF maxima acvi.

Since for a 1D-fit of a 2D data set, the longer
distances are overrepresented by a larger number of
data points at larger ri, a 1/r weighting of the data
points is introduced, which leads to a balanced fit for
the short range as well as for the long-range data
points. The fits are indicated by the solid lines in
Figures 3 panels D and E, all showing an initial drop
in the first AIPD due to pointlike defects and a con-
tinuous, gradual decay of the peak heights due to
lattice distortions. The actual results derived from the
fit of the data using eq 1-4 give a long-range para-
meter ξlr = 0.49 and 0.65 for tile 1 and 2, respectively.
Much more significant, however, is the difference of a
factor of 4 in anisotropy, giving a = 0.034 for tile 2 and
a = 0.135 for tile 1. This is evidence of the high
sensitivity of a in respect to the anisotropy of ordering.
Comparison of Various Single Component Superlattices. In

the following, the quality of ordering of three different
experimentally obtained single component superlat-
tices is quantitatively compared: The samples com-
prise, on the one hand, two colloidal NC superlattices, a
18.8 nm In NC superlattice prepared by drop casting
(Figure 4A) and a 20 nmW/C NC superlattice prepared

Figure 3. (A, B) Scanning electron micrographs of two
different regions of a 11 nmW/C-NC superlattice deposited
via doctor blade casting (same sample but different
locations). (C) The 2D-ACF of image A shows less
pronounced ACF peaks in the vertical direction than in the
horizontal direction. The inset shows two ACF line-profiles
along the two major axes as indicated by the dashed and
solid lines in panel C. The dashed line for the vertical
direction shows a much stronger and more rapid decay of
the ACF peak height than the solid ACF profile for the
horizontal direction. (D,E) Plot of all peak heights in the ACF
images of A and B as a function of their distance |r| from the
center of the 2D-ACF (r = 0).
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by doctor blade casting (Figure 4B), and, on the other
hand, an ordered array of epitaxial PbSe quantum dots
in a Pb1-xEuxTe matrix (Figure 4C), prepared by molec-
ular beam epitaxy.4-6 Figure 4C represents the atomic
force microscopy image of the topmost layer of the
corresponding three-dimensional ordered quantum-
dot crystal in which the PbSe dots are arranged in a
trigonal lattice with a face-centered cubic (fcc)-like
A-B-C-A-B-C vertical stacking sequence and in
which the lateral ordering of the dots progressively
increases with an increasing number of deposited
superlattice periods. Owing to the strong and aniso-
tropic elastic interactions between the PbSe dots these
superlattices represent the best spontaneously or-
dered epitaxial self-assemblies of quantum dots re-
ported in literature.4-6

For a consistent comparison of the ordering in these
totally different systems, a systematic procedure is
required. The characteristic parameters ξlr, κsr, and a

not only depend on the chosen area of the investi-
gated NC assemblies but also require a sufficiently
large number of assembled particles in the areas under
investigation. Also, aminimum resolution (pixels/AIPD)
is mandatory, to account for small changes of the
individual particle positions. Thus a standard protocol
has to be applied to obtain a reliable comparison

between the various different systems. In the following
we use a standard micrograph size of 800� 600 pixels
for the different samples and the magnification is
chosen such that one AIPD corresponds to 20 pixels/
AIPD, regardless of the physical dimensions of the self-
assembled particles. In the case of hexagonal ordered
superlattices this corresponds tomicrographs covering
about 1000 building blocks as shown in Figure 4A-C.
From these images the 2D-ACFs are computedwith the
help of a scanning probe microscopy analyzing soft-
ware, and the ACF peak values and positions are
extracted from the ACF matrix data by the MATLAB
program provided in the Supporting Information sec-
tion. The obtained data are summarized in Figure 4D.
Evidently the In NC superlattice (red triangles) shows

Figure 4. Micrographs of experimental self-assemblies of different building blocks. (A) Drop casted 18.8 nm indium
nanocrystal SL with exceptionally high ordering. (B) Doctor blade cast 20 nmW/C-NC SL, where short-range wiggles disturb
the ordering. (C) Topmost layer of an epitaxially grown PbSe/Pb1-xEuxTe QD SL, exhibiting a three-dimensional face centered
cubic quantum dot ordering. (D) Comparison of the decay of the 2D-ACF peak heights obtained for the images in A-C.
Dashed, dot-dashed, and solid lines represent fits according to eq 1.

TABLE 1. List of Short and Long-RangeOrdering asWell as

Anisotropy Parameters ξlr, κsr, and a Derived for the

Single Component In NC, W/C NC, and Epitaxial PbSe QD

Superlattices Presented in Figure 4 and the Binary CdSe/

PbS NC Superlattice Presented in Figure 5

indium

NCs W/C NCs

epitaxial

PbSe QDs

binary CdSe/

PbS NCs

long-range ξlr 0.86 0.71 0.22 0.74
short-range κsr [AIPD] 71 11 7.5 62
anisotropy a 0.014 0.021 0.041 0.034
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the best long-range ordering, better than the W/C NC
superlattice (green squares) and by far better than for
the epitaxial quantum dots (blue crosses). To quantify
these statements, the ACF results are fitted and eval-
uated by eqs 1-4, resulting in the characteristic order
and anisotropy parameters listed in Table 1. The long-
range order parameter for the In NCs reaches a value of
ξlr = 0.87, corresponding according to Figure 2F to only
1% of slightly shifted NCs. For the epitaxial quantum
dot system, the same parameter is about 4 times
smaller and the residual AC peak amplitude A¥ at large
r is much smaller, clearly evidencing that the ordering
of colloidal NCs with small size dispersion outperforms
that obtained by epitaxial growth. The differences
between the self-assembly of the two relatively similar
NC systems shown in Figure 4 panels A and B can also
be quantified. The long-range order parameter for the
W/C-NCs is found to be only 18%worse than that of the
In NCs, whereas the anisotropy is two times worse.
Additionally, the small short-range wiggles present in
the SEM image of the W/C NC superlattice (Figure 4B)
result in a reduced short-range ordering. Thus, the
corresponding short-range order parameter κsr is by
84% lower than for the In NC superlattice.

Analyzing Autocorrelation Functions of Binary Superlattices.
Naturally, the analysis of the ACF of binary superlattices
is more involved than those of single component ones.
The most obvious differences are the appearance of
satellite peaks in between the main peaks in the 2D-
ACF, as already highlighted in the discussion of
Figure 1. To understand this feature again a model
superlattice is studied. A cutout of the model, which
consists of approximately 2500 particles of two sizes is
illustrated in Figure 5A. Simulated polydispersivity and
lattice distortions are also introduced for both particle
sizes in the same way as for the simulated single
component superlattices. As described above, the
ACF corresponds to the self-correlation of the structure
at various displacements r. At a particular shift of r = 1/2
AIPD, where here 1 AIPD is the average distance
between two big particles, the big particles of the
shifted binary superlattice lie over two small particles
of the unshifted ones. This situation is sketched in
Figure 5B, where the shifted particles are shown by the
dashed lines. At this shift, the ACF exhibits an intermedi-
ate peak,whereas for a shift of r=1AIPD theACF shows a
main peak. The corresponding line-profile along one
major axis of the autocorrelation pattern (Figure 5C)
resembles quite well the one of the binary nano-
crystal superlattices (W/C-NCs combined with gold
nanocrystals) shown in the inset of Figure 1E. The first
intermediate and main peaks in the ACF line-profile are
indicated by small arrows. For analyzing the decay of the
ACF, only the main peaks have to be taken into account.
The autocorrelation main peaks again can be fitted
adequately with eq 1 as found for the single component

NC superlattices. The symmetry of the superlattice under
investigation does not play a role in the analysis.

To enable a comparison of the quality of ordering in
binary superlattices with those obtained in the single
component ones, again the same micrograph size and

Figure 5. (A) Simulated binary superlattice resembling the
W/C-Au binary nanocrystal superlattice from Figure 1B.
Polydispersivity and lattice distortions are introduced for
both, the big and the small particles. (B) Schematic
illustration of the autocorrelation overlap for r = 0, 1/2 and
1 AIPD. At a r = 1/2 AIPD the big particle overlaps with two
small particles, hence leading to a small, intermediate peak
in the ACF. (C) A line-profile along a major axis of the
computed ACF shows main and intermediate ACF peaks, a
fit to the main peaks according to eq 1 is shown as dashed
line. (D) TEM image of an experimental binary NC super-
lattice containing 8 nm CdSe NCs and 3.1 nm PbS NCs, AlB2
structure. (E) The envelope fit to the 2D-ACF peaks eviden-
cing very good short-range and long-range ordering.
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resolution has to be employed. The analysis is applied
to the superlattice shown in Figure 5D obtained upon
drying from a mixture of 8 nm CdSe and 3.1 nm PbSe
NCs from solution. Remarkably, not a single point
defect is present in the TEM micrograph and ordering
seems to be nearly perfect over the whole sample. The
fit of the decay of the ACF peak envelope, shown in
Figure 5E, gives an as good long-range order para-
meter ξlr as for the single component W/C superlattice
and an short-range parameter κsr close to the one
obtained for In NC superlattice (see Table 1). Thus, the
quality of ordering obtained in binary NC superlattice
structures can be as good as in single component ones.
For the binary NC structure in Figure 5D only the
anisotropy parameter a is slightly worse than those
obtained for the single component ones.

CONCLUSION

For quantifying the ordering in self-assembled nano-
scale superstructures a procedure is proposed based
on the analysis of the 2D-autocorrelation function of
microscopy images. Fitting the characteristic decays of
theACF peak envelopes versusdistance by a two-Gauss

function allows the extraction of characteristic long-
and short-range order parameters, as well as the
anisotropy of ordering. With these three parameters,
it is possible to quantitatively compare different super-
lattice structures, single component and binary NC
assemblies, and even epitaxial quantum dot super-
structures. Application of the analysis to several ma-
terial systems and self-assembly processes evidence a
better ordering in NC superlattices from colloidal solu-
tion than in epitaxial quantum dot systems. Because of
the high sensitivity of the autocorrelation to lattice
distortions compared to previously used statistical
evaluation methods for colloidal self-assemblies, our
presented method allows us to reveal even small
differences between superlattices of almost the same
ordering quality, which are not apparent by visual
inspection of the microscopy images. Moreover, in
contrast to the previously methods, determination of
the exact particle positions is not necessary in our
approach. Therefore, our analysis method presents a
straightforward and easy to use tool, allowing com-
prehensive quantitative comparisons of the ordering
present in self-assembled superstructures.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis of FexO/CoFe2O4, PbS, Au, and In NCs. FexO/CoFe2O4

core-shell NCs of 11 and 22 nm capped with oleic acid were
synthesizedby thermal decompositionofmixtures ofmetal oleates
in high-boiling organic solvents, as described previously.34 Au NCs
(∼5.5 nm) were prepared via digestive ripening process,25,35 using
AuCl3 as precursor, NaBH4 as reducing agent and dodecanethiol as
stabilizer. Oleic-acid capped PbS NCs (∼5 and 3.1 nm) were
prepared according to Hines et al.36 from lead oleate and
bis-(trimethylsilyl)sulfide; 4.6 nm PbSe NCs were synthesized from
PbCl2 and TOPSe in oleylamine according to ref 37. CdSe nano-
crystals (8 nm)were synthesized according to ref 38 fromdimethyl-
cadmium and TOPSe in mixture of hexadecylamine, trioctylphos-
phine oxide, and trioctylphosphine. Oleic-acid capped In NCs (18.8
nm) were synthesized by the reduction of an indium organome-
tallic compound in nonpolar solvents. This novel procedure will be
published elsewhere.

Preparation of NC Superlattices by Doctor-Blade Casting and Drop-
Casting. Well-purified NCs were dissolved in chlorobenzene or
tetrachloroethylene at a concentration of ∼1014 cm-3. Oleic acid
was added to this solution up to a concentration of 1-2 μg cm-3.
Colloidal solutions of W/C-NCs were cast onto the Si (or Pt-coated
Si) substrates at 60 �C using a commercial coater from Erichsen
GmbH (Coatmaster 509/MC-I). The Si substrates were freshly
hydrophobized by dipping into HF or by a standard treatment
with hexamethyldisilane. Further details can be found in ref 16.

Growth of Binary NC Superlattices. Carbon-coated TEM grids
(Ted Pella, Type-B) were placed into a tilted glass vial (∼60� tilt
angle). A∼20-25 μL portion of a solution containing two kinds
of NCs in the desired particle number ratio at the concentration
of∼1014 NCs/cm-3. TCE was used as a solvent. The solvent was
evaporated for 5 h at ∼50 �C under nitrogen atmosphere.

Growth of Epitaxial Quantum Dot Superlattice. Epitaxial PbSe QDs
were grown by Stranski-Krastanov growth on PbEuTe using
molecular beam epitaxy. The superlattice consists of 60 periods
of five monolayers of PbSe (111) oriented alternating with 48
nm PbEuTe spacer layers, resulting in an fcc-like stacking and
hexagonal lateral ordering as described in refs 4 to 6.

Structural Characterization of NC Superlattices. The single compo-
nent NC superlattices were imaged by a Zeiss Cross Beam 1540

scanning electron microscope and the binary NC superlattices by
transmission electron microscopy using a FEI Technai F3 micro-
scope operated at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV. The TEM
images were compared to the BNSL projections simulated using
Accelrys MS Modeling 4 and Crystal Maker 1.4 software packages.

Processing of Images. For the autocorrelation analysis only the
topmost layer of the deposited nanocrystals is analyzed. Under-
lyingmaterial (e.g., accumulated excess of stabilizer or islands of
nanocrystals) appear as darker shaded areas in SEM images.
These areas have to be removed without affecting the informa-
tion on the ordering of NCs in the topmost layer. This is
performed via a subtraction of a Gaussian blurred image of
the original image from the original image using theGNU Image
Manipulation Program (GIMP). Details of this procedure can be
found in ref 16.

Simulation of Superlattices. Simulation of the superlattices was
performed by using the GNU Octave numerical computing
language. First a 2D-matrix of 2300 � 2000 zero valued pixels
was defined and the coordinates of a perfectly hexagonally
ordered superlattice within this matrix were calculated. The
particles themselves consisted of matrices of 49 � 49 zero
valued pixels. These matrices were filled from their center to a
desired radius by pixels with a value of 1. The basic radius was 20
pixels; for the polydispersivity simulations a set of matrices
ranging from radii of 16-24 pixels were defined. For the
distorted superlattices, a random displacement of a particle
position was introduced, which affected the position of all other
particle position by some fraction of the initial displacement.
This fraction is chosen to decrease exponentially with distance
from the initially displaced particles. This process was repeated
several times to affect the desired number of particles. By simply
adding the sets of particle matrices to the basic matrix at the
perfect as well at the distorted particle positions, four different
superlattices could be constructed: a monodisperse, well or-
dered SL, a polydisperse well ordered SL, a monodisperse
distorted SL, and a polydisperse distorted SL. The latter three
were used in this work. For the simulated binary crystal, a
different basic arrangement was used for the particle positions.
The different particle sizes arose from the usage of two sets of
particle sizes with different basic radii.
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Autocorrelation Analysis. The autocorrelation analysis was per-
formed using the Gwyddion scanning probe microscopy ana-
lyzing software. The zero level was defined to be at the mean
value of the image before the calculation of the autocorrelation
function. The line-profiles and 2D-correlograms were exported
as ASCII files for further processing. The GNU Octave software
package was used to normalize the line-profiles and correlo-
grams to their maximum value at r = 0. For both, a routine
finding the maxima and hence the peaks in the autocorrelation
functions was performed on the data and stored in dependence
of their distance from the central peak at r = 0. A two Gauss
function was then defined in the Gnuplot software and 1/r-
weight-fitted via the least-squares method to the data, deliver-
ing the parameters necessary for the quantification of the
ordering.
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